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ABSTRACT The stress-strain behavior and incipient yield surface of nanoporous single crystal
copper are studied by the molecular dynamics (MD) method. The problem is modeled by a periodic
unit cell subject to multi-axial loading. The loading induced defect evolution is explored. The
incipient yield surfaces are found to be tension-compression asymmetric. For a given void volume
fraction, apparent size eﬀects in the yield surface are predicted: the smaller behaves stronger. The
evolution pattern of defects (i.e., dislocation and stacking faults) is insensitive to the model size and
void volume fraction. However, it is loading path dependent. Squared prismatic dislocation loops
dominate the incipient yielding under hydrostatic tension while stacking-faults are the primary
defects for hydrostatic compression and uniaxial tension/compression.

KEY WORDS molecular dynamics, incipient yield surface, size eﬀect, dislocations, nanoporous
single crystal copper

I. INTRODUCTION
Nucleation, growth and coalescence of voids primarily dominate the ductile failure of metals. These
three successive processes crucially determine the strength and lifetime of ductile materials. In the past
forty years, ductile failure in terms of void growth has been extensively studied from the continuum
mechanics standpoints, and a number of classical models have been proposed to quantify the yield
criterion and void growth[1–5]. All these continuum models have been proven to be very helpful in
understanding the mechanical behaviors of void growth in materials. One issue with the continuum
theories is the absence of intrinsic length scale in the constitutive equations and thus is unable to predict
the dependence of void growth on void size. However, strong size eﬀects in the sub-micron and nano scales
have been repeatly reported in recent investigations[6–10] . In this regard, improved phenomenological
theories such as strain gradient theory have been developed to address the size dependence of void
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growth[11, 12] , and the classical continuum models, Gurson model[1] for instance, have been extended
to account for the intrinsic length scale eﬀects[13, 14] .
Moreover, the continuum models do not address the issues related to the geometry of material’s
microstructure and are not capable of capturing the discrete events (i.e., dislocation emissions) nor revealing the underlying failure mechanism indicating the material yielding. Investigations on dislocation
activities around void surfaces under laser shock experiments were conducted in Refs.[6,15]. The experimental results showed clear slip bands nucleated from the grain boundaries in copper. However, direct
experimental study of void growth in sub-micron and nano scale (especially the dislocation emission
and evolution pattern) is still a formidable task with the current technologies. To better understand the
physical pictures of void growth in a metal, a number of numerical simulations have been carried out
to capture the dislocation emission and evolution from the void surface. Lubarda et al.[6] demonstrated
that the vacancy diﬀusion mechanism is only valid for low strain rate and/or high temperature cases,
and therefore essentially relevant in the creep deformation. Both prismatic dislocation loops and shear
dislocation loops have been proposed to dominate the void growth[6–8] . MD simulations conducted by
Rudd and co-workers showed the dislocation loops emitted from the void surface resulting in the void
expansion. The triaxility eﬀect on the dislocation emission has been studied[16–18] . However, the incipient
yield surface and failure mechanisms corresponding to various multi-axial loading modes have not been
clariﬁed. In this paper, we report by the molecular dynamics (MD) method that the defect patterns dominating the void growth are loading path dependent. Typically the squared prismatic dislocation loops
dominate the incipient yielding of spherical nano-voided copper under hydrostatic tension and stacking
faults are the primary defects observed in hydrostatic compression, uniaxial tension/compression cases.

II. SIMULATION METHOD
The multi-axial behavior of nano-sized single
crystal Cu with periodic spherical pores is investigated by the Molecular Dynamics (MD) Method.
The atomic interaction of Cu in the MD method is
modeled by the Embedded Atom Method (EAM)
with the potential developed by Foiles et al.[19] . Cubic representative unit cell models are employed in
the numerical simulations, where the Cartesian coordinates x, y and z-directions refer to the [100],
[010], and [001] crystalline orientations, respectively (see Fig.1). In Fig.1, L denotes the lateral
size of the cubic model and R is the radius of the Fig. 1 Schematic of a unit cell of nano-voided copper subject
spherical void centered at the model. Accordingly, to multi-axial loading.
the void volume fraction is given by

fv =

4πR3
3L3

(1)

The model is subject to multi-axial loading (i.e., σ11 , σ22 and σ33 ). During the loading process, σ11 = σ22
is enforced to mimic the axisymmetric loading state. Before imposing the loading, the atomic systems
are relaxed with the conjugate gradient method to reach the minimum energy state. In all simulations,
suitable strains are applied to impose the multi-axial stressing. By changing the applied strain ratio
along [100] and [001] directions (i.e., ε11 /ε33 ), diﬀerent loading modes could be obtained. In the study,
a maximum of 0.05% strain increment is adopted in each loading step. Furthermore, numerical results
show that the strain rate ε̇ = 1 × 108 s−1 is a good trade-oﬀ between computational eﬃciency and
unexpected strain rate eﬀects in MD simulation and is used throughout this study. The system temperature is controlled to be around 0K during loading to avoid thermal activation. Simulations reported
are performed by using the large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS)[20] .
Defected atomistic conﬁgurations during deformation were viewed by using ATOMEYE[21] .
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
One of the main objectives is to study the defect evolution pattern during the multi-axial loading.
The centrosymmetry parameter P deﬁned by Kelchner et al.[22] is appropriate to illustrate various
defects in FCC single crystals (e.g., partial dislocation, stacking fault, and surface atom) and is adopted
to show the loading induced defect evolution. For each atom in a FCC single crystal, its centrosymmetry
parameter is deﬁned as

P =
|Ri + Ri+6 |2
(2)
i

where Ri and Ri+6 are the vectors corresponding to the six pairs of opposite nearest neighbors in the
FCC lattice. Thus, P = 0 represents the undisturbed state of the perfect lattice, and P will increase
for any defects and for atoms close to free surfaces. In the case of single crystal copper, 0.5 < P < 3
corresponds to partial dislocation, 3 < P < 16 for stacking faults, and P > 16 for surface atoms.
3.1. Incipient Yield Surface
Figure 2(a) shows the MD simulated hydrostatic stress-volume strain curve of nano-porous single
crystalline copper under hydrostatic tension. The void volume fraction is 22% and model size is L = 24a0
and a0 = 0.3615 nm is the lattice constant of copper. It is found that the stress drops abruptly at about
6.8 GPa (labeled as point A in the insert). The atomic system gains its strength again with the strain
increasing further, until reaching its peak strength of 8.9 GPa. Examination of the atomic structures
with the deﬁned centrosymmetry parameter P reveals that, prior to point A, the centrosymmetry
parameter during loading is close to zero everywhere except for the surface atoms. With one loading
increment beyond point A (i.e., point B in the insert), however, partial dislocations start to initiate.
The observation is illustrated in Figs.2(b) and (c) for the atomic conﬁgurations at points A and B,
respectively, where only atoms with P > 0.5 are visible. In fact, the atomic conﬁgurations from the very
beginning until point A are very similar and only that for point A is shown for illustration purpose.
Figure 2(b) indicates that the system maintains its nearly perfect atomic structure until point A whilst
Fig.2(c) shows that the system starts to lose its perfect structure, resulting in defect evolution (i.e.,
dislocations emission). This fact rationalizes the deﬁnition of the stress at point A as the incipient yield
stress. It should be pointed out that the incipient yield point can be uniquely deﬁned for any other
multi-axial loadings. After initiation, dislocations meet and form sessile junctions which subsequently
change the shape of evolving loops. Interactions between dislocations lead to enhanced dislocation
density around the void surface and working hardening of the material. This may partly explain why
the system re-gains its strength beyond point B until reaching its peak.
Systematical multi-axial simulations are conducted for diﬀerent loading paths with various values
of σ33 /σ11 (σ11 = σ22 ). The corresponding incipient yield stress can be identiﬁed from the simulated

Fig. 2. (a) Stress-strain response curve for spherical nano-voided copper under hydrostatic tension, and the associated enlarged view of the incipient yielding stage; (b) Atomistic conﬁguration corresponding to point A (the incipient yield point);
(c) Defected atomistic conﬁguration corresponding to point B. (Atoms are colored by their centrosymmetry parameter,
and only atoms with the centrosymmetry parameter larger than 0.5 are visible.)
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Fig. 3. MD predicted incipient yield surface in the σ11 -σ33 space of nanoporous single crystalline copper.

stress-strain curves in conjunction with the evolution of the atomic conﬁgurations. Figures 3(a) and (b)
show the calculated incipient yield surfaces (denoted by symbols) in the σ11 -σ33 space for nano-porous
single crystal Cu with void volume fractions of 0.82% and 22%, respectively. In Fig.2, two model sizes
are considered (i.e. L = 24a0 and L = 40a0 ). In Fig.3, the Gurson model[1] is also included as solid
lines for comparison. Note the Gurson model is given by


σ2
σkk
Φ = e2 + 2fv cosh
− 1 − fv2 = 0
(3)
σy
2σy
where σe is the macroscopic equivalent von Mises stress, σkk represents the dilatational stress and σy
is the yield stress of the solid material. For ideal single crystalline copper without defects, the uniaxial
yield stress can be approximated as σy ≈ G/5 = 9.74 GPa, with G = 48.7 GPa being the shear modulus.
It is seen from Fig.3 that the MD predictions diﬀer signiﬁcantly from Gurson’s continuum model:
The yield surfaces given by MD simulations are asymmetric in tension and compression and are void
size dependent for a given void volume fraction, showing smaller voids behave stronger. However, the
Gurson model is symmetric about tension and compression and is void size independent. The void size
independency of the Gurson model is apparent by noting that no intrinsic length scale is present in
Eq.(3).
From Fig.3(a), it is found that the Gurson model for the case of fv = 0.82% is close to the von
Mises material yield criterion. However, the simulation result shows the incipient hydrostatic strength
is comparable to that under uniaxial loading, even when the void volume fraction is very small (i.e.
fv = 0.82%). This diﬀerence may be attributed to the isotropic nature of the Gurson model while the
model in this study is cubic single crystal material copper which is anisotropic. In Fig.3(b), the Gurson
model is seen to be signiﬁcantly larger than those predicted by the MD simulations. Comparison of
the MD predicted incipient yield surfaces in Figs.3(a) and (b) show that the incipient yield surfaces for
diﬀerent void volume fractions are geometrically self-similar.
3.2. Void Size Eﬀects on Incipient Yielding Strength
In Fig.3, apparent size eﬀects on the incipient yield surfaces are observed: smaller voids generally
behave stronger in terms of the yielding strength. To explore the size eﬀects further, we have simulated
the hydrostatic incipient yield strength by ﬁxing the void volume fraction of fv = 0.82% and varying
the sample size from L = 24a0 to L = 64a0 . The biggest sample contains 1,039,987 atoms. The MD
predicted size dependency of the hydrostatic incipient yield strength upon the void size is shown in Fig.4
as symbols, where G is the shear modulus and b is the Burgers vector. For {111}110 dislocation in
FCC single crystal copper, the magnitude of the Burgers vector is 0.255 nm. It is clear from Fig.4 that
the yield stress decreases with increasing R/b. Lubarda et al.[6] developed a dislocation based model
to account for the size eﬀect in the yield strength of voided solids,
√
σcr
b/R
(1 + 2Rcore /R)4 + 1
√
= √
(4)
G
2π(1 − ν) (1 + 2Rcore /R)4 − 1
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Fig. 4. Void size eﬀect on the incipient yield strength under hydrostatic tension. The void volume fraction is fv = 0.82%.

where σcr is the yield stress, G the shear modulus, b the Burger’s vector, R the initial void radius, ν
the Poisson’s ratio (taken as 0.3 in this paper), and Rcore is the dislocation core radius. Predictions
of Eq.(4) with Rcore = b, 2b, and 4b are shown in Fig.4 as lines. It can be found that the model by
Lubarda et al. with Rcore = 2b agrees well with the present atomic simulation. Moreover, the present
results are also consistent with Ref.[7], which also shows that the size eﬀect in laser shock simulation
agrees with Eq.(4) using Rcore = 2b.
3.3. Failure Mechanism Associated with Various Loading Modes
The material inherent and loading induced defects are believed to have important roles in dictating
the material properties, especially the strength. In MD simulations, it is possible to examine the defect
evolution pattern associated with the loading process, which may shed insightful light on the underlying
mechanism of the failure of materials. To this end, the atomic conﬁgurations and defect patterns
associated with various multi-axial loadings are visualized and identiﬁed by employing centrosymmetry
parameters[22] and open-source software ATOMEYE[21] . Figure 5 shows the dislocation emission from
the void free surface of a model (L = 24a0 with fv = 22%) under hydrostatic tension. Only atoms with
their centrosymmetry parameters in the range 0.5 < P < 3 are shown. It is seen that six symmetric
prismatic dislocation loops are induced at the incipient yielding, which implies the onset of plastic
deformation induced by hydrostatic tension. The dislocation loops are composed of four edges laid in
FCC single crystal slip plane {111}. Interestingly, the shape of the predicted loops is not an arc. This
may be due to the fact that the local value of the line tension varies with orientation in anisotropic
materials[23] . As a consequence, the shapes of dislocation loops observed in experiments for anisotropic
materials are more likely to be polygon(e.g., square, hexagon) instead of circles in isotropic materials.

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic of prismatic dislocation loops around the void under macroscopically applied multiaxial stressing;
(b) Predicted prismatic dislocation loops at the incipient yield point; (c) Side view of the dislocation loops. (Only atoms
with centrosymmetry parameters in the range 0.5 < P < 3 are shown. The model is of size L = 24a0 with fv = 22%.)
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Figure 5 conﬁrms the theoretical prediction[8] that prismatic dislocation loop emissions dominate the
ductile failure of metals under hydrostatic loading.
The defected atomic conﬁgurations for three loading modes (i.e., hydrostatic compression and uniaxial
tension/compression) of the same model are plotted in Fig.6. It can be seen that the stack-fault defects
dominate the three plastic deformations. Further examination shows that four faces of FCC single
crystal {111} slip planes constitute the tetrahedron in Figs.6(b) and (c). Each face of the tetrahedron is
a stacking-fault zone intersecting with the edges of Lomer-Cottrell dislocations. Also, the cross section
of the tetrahedron is empty, which implies its interior is the region of perfect atoms. Therefore, the
tetrahedron is a typical stack-fault tetrahedron, a common vacancy-type cluster of FCC single crystals.
The atomic conﬁgurations at the incipient yield have also been investigated for diﬀerent model sizes
and void volume fractions. It is found that the partial dislocation loops and stacking faults dominate
the incipient yielding of nano-porous single crystalline copper subject to multi-axial loading, and the
defect evolution patterns are sensitive to the loading path. However, the defect patterns for diﬀerent
void volume fractions but the same sample size are almost identical.

Fig. 6. (a) Schematic of FCC single crystal slip systems in a Thompson tetrahedron. Atomic defect conﬁgurations of
nano-voided copper at the incipient yield point under (b) hydrostatic compression, (c) uniaxial tension, and (d) uniaxial
compression. (Only atoms with their centrosymmetry parameters larger than 0.5 are visible. The model is of size L = 24a0
with fv = 22%.)

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The multi-axial stress-strain response and incipient yield surfaces of nano-porous single crystalline
copper are investigated by the MD method. The underlying deformation mechanism and defect evolution patterns are explored. It is found that the discrete event of partial dislocation emission (i.e.,
the incipient plasticity) corresponds to abrupt drop in the associated stress-strain response curves.
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The incipient yield surfaces are asymmetric in tension-compression and are geometrically self-similar
for diﬀerent void volume fractions but the same model size. Size eﬀects are predicted in the incipient
yield surface for a given void volume fraction: the smaller behaves stronger. Failure mechanisms accompanying diﬀerent loading modes are studied. It is found that the defect pattern is sensitive to the
multi-axialloading path. Speciﬁcally, the squared prismatic dislocation loops dominate the incipient
yielding under hydrostatic tension while stack-faults are the prime defects for hydrostatic compression
and uniaxial tension/compression. However, the defect patterns are insensitive to the sample size and
the void volume fraction.
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